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Problems and results on the differences
of consecutive primes.
By P. ERDQS in Syracuse (U. S. A.).

Let p1 +cpe < . . . be the sequence of consecutive primes. Put dP1=pA+l-p n
The sequence d, behaves extremely irregularly. It is well known that lzd,=
03
(since the numbers n! + 2, n!+3, . . ., n!+n are all composite). It has been
conjectured that d,=2 for infinitely many n (i. e. there are infinitely many
prime twins). This conjecture seems extremely difficult. In fact not even
d
z
=O has ever been proved, A few years ago
-lim d, < 00, or even Jim
- logn
I proved’) by using Bruns’s method that
d

lim A<
logn
@

d
logn

“YZX

-

1.

1 is an immediate consequence of the prime number theorem.

WESTZYNTHIUS~) proved in the other direction that
d

lim 2logn

=w*

In fact he show that for infinitely many n,
d, > logn . log log log n/log log log log n,
I proved3) using Brun’s method that for infinitely
d >c logn.loglogn
n
(log log log n)?-

many n

l

CHEN~)

proved (3) very much simpler wifhout using Brun’s method,

1) Duke. Math. journal, Vol. 6 (1940), p. 438-441.
2) Comm. Phys. Math. Sot. Sci. Fenn., Helsingfors, Vol. 5 (1931), No. 25. p. l-37.
3) Quarterly Journal of Math., Vol. 6 (1935), p. 124-128. In this paper one can find
some more litterature on the difference of consecutive primes.
4) Schriften des Math, Seminars und des Instituts fiir angewandte Math. der Univ.
Berlin, 4 (1938), p. 35-55.
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and RANKIN5) proved that
d , c log-n . log Ibg n . log log log log n
n
(4)
(tog log log n)Z
In the present note I prove the following
Theorem:
lim min (4, L)
log n

(5)

= o.

In &her words fo every c there exist values of n szdisfying the ineqrralifies d,,>clogn,
d,+l>clogn.
It can be conjectured that 1% min (4, &+l, . I .,, d,,,) = w for every k,
(
log It
1
bnf I cannot prove this for k > 1.
It can also be conjectured that lim mm CL, &+,I < I, but I cannot
logn

prove this either.
Proof
of the Theorem6).
Let n be a large integer, m=rE.iogn,
where E is a small but fixed number, f(m) tends to infinity together with
m and f(m) = o (log m>ll*), N=$g%pi,
qi denotes the primes 5 (log m)$,
si the primes of the interval
r; the primes of the interval [(logm)2, m *~oO1@JO@],
nt’/loologlogn~,
$ , and f, the primes satisfying:sfism.
1
I
Our aim will be to determine a residue class x(mod N) so that
(6) (x+l,N)=l
and (x+k,N)+I
fot all Iklsmf(m)
and k=/=-f-1,
Suppose we already determined an x satisfying (6). Then we complete the
proof as follows : Consider the arithmetic progression (x+ 1) + dN, d= I,. . .
Since (x+ 1, NJ = 1 it represents infinifeIy many primes, in fact by a theorem
of LINNIK~) the least prime it represents does not exceed N” where c, is an
absolute constant independent of N. Now by the prime number theorem,
or by the more elementary results of TCHEBICHEFF, we have
N” f ( Pgmpi)g -C $mQ= t+l

or there exists a prime pi satisfying

for z<&,
(7)

< ny*

’l

pf< nQ, pi-(x+

1)$-&v.

6) Journal of fhe London Mafh. Sot,, Vol. 13 (19X4), p. 242-247. For further results
ERD&S and P. Tmiis,
&ll. Amer. Math.
SO& Vol. 54 (1948).

on the difference of consecutive primes see P.

6) We use the method of CHEH.
7) On the feast prime in an arithmetical progression, I. The basic theorem, Math.
Sbornik, Vol. 15 (57), No 2, p. 139-178. II, The Dewing-Heilbronn
phenomenon, Ma&
Sbormli, Vol. I5 (57), p. 347468.
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It follows form (6) that
(8)
Pi+1
Thus from (7) and (8)

-pj

2 mf (m), pj ---pi-i 1 q!(m).

which proves (5) and our Theorem is proved.
Now we only have to find an X satisfying (6). Put
W

x=-O (mod qi), x- 0 (mod q).
Let lk] I= mf(m), have no factor among the q’s and s’s, Then we assert

that k is either j, 1 or a prime > $- or has all its prime facfors among the
Js. For if not then k would be greater than the product of the least r and
the least t, i. e.
k&f-(logm)*

> mf(m};

(f(m)=0

(logm})

an evident contradiction.
Denote by u,,u,, . . , ug the integers SJmf(m) 1 all whose prime factors
are T’S. We estimate 5 as follows: We split the u’s into two classes. In the
first class are ihe u’s which have less than 10. log logm different prime
factors. The number of these u’s is clearly less than
(m%&W#~e 1% m)lOWNW < m”l”
(11)
(since the number of integers of the form p*, p”< mf(m), p < rn*hJWw~
is less than ml’~~l~logcrr.log m).
(V(U) denotes the
For the II’S of the second class v(E)& 10. loglogm
number of different prime factors of rr). Thus from
mf $
c

2”‘“’ < 2 22 2”@)< cmf(m) . log m < m (log m)e
b=l

we obtain that the number of the U’S of the second class is less than

Hence finally from (11) and (12)
(13)
Denote now by 4, 4, . . . , vr the integers of absolute value Smf(m)
which do not satisfy the congruence (IO). Then the bs are either - I or
are U’S, or of the form -bp, -$- <pSmf(m).

Thus by (13) and the results
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Suppose we already determined for i <i a residue class 1”’ (mod r,)
so thar
x E it”’ (mod I,), A”‘$. - 1,
i=1,2 ,.*.,(j-1).
(15)
Denote by UP),. . w,v;i the v’s which do not satisfy any of the congruences
(15). There clearly exists a residue class mod I-~ which contains at !east
rliirl of the ZI’S. Denofe this residue class, by A:), If $‘+1 (mod r,) we put
x=R:“(mod

(16)

r;j‘

If on the other hand 2:)~ - 1 (mod rrj we distinguish

two cases : In the

first case the residue class 2:’ (mod r,) contains less than -& Tl’of the G’s.
Then there clearly exists a residue class $‘+I$’
more than ?],‘23; of the G’s, Put for these r:s
XE 22’ (mod r]).
(17)

(mod r,) which

coniams

We continue this operation for all the r’s and let us first assume that
for every r, either At’+1 (mod rj) or that the first case occurs. Denote
by V,, V,, . . ., V, the v’s which do not satisfy the congruences (16) and (1’7)*
Clearly
Qd?jll

(18)
since

i

1-h

;I

<c

mf(m) log log m =.
(log m)“b

m
i log rn,‘I

Put now
XX=1 SiSp,
V,(mod f,),
(1%
where f, is chosen so that V,-l+O
(modQ and the different V, correspond
different t,. This is always possible since the number of prime factors of
K-1 is less than clogm and number of f’s equals n(2m)-n(m),
and we
have by (18) and the results of TGHEBICHEFF
4W--bO

:,c,&

>

Q+ChJgf?l.

For the f’s not used in (19j we put
x ~0 (mod t;).
(20)
The congruences (lo), (?6), (17) and (10) determine x (mod N) so that
(6) is clearly satisfied, which proves our Theorem in case the second case
never occurs.

